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A condition on a class of languages i  developed. Th is  condition is such that 
every tally language in that class is accepted in polynomial t ime by a deterministic 
Tur ing  machine if and only if every language accepted in exponential t ime by a 
nondeterminist ic  machine is also accepted in exponential t ime by a deter- 
ministic machine. 
A tally language is a language over a one-letter alphabet. In a previous paper 
(Book, 1974) it was shown that the following are equivalent: 
(i) Every tally language accepted in real time by a nondeterministic 
Turing machine is accepted in polynomial time by a deterministic Turing 
machine. 
(ii) Every language accepted in exponential time by a nondeterministic 
Turing machine is also accepted in exponential time by a deterministic Turing 
machine. 
The purpose of this note is to provide a somewhat weaker condition than (i) 
that also is equivalent to (ii). This condition can be applied to several classes of 
languages in addition to the class NTIME(n) of languages accepted in real 
time by nondeterministic machines ince it applies to any class with two specific 
properties, whether the class is specified algebraically or by a class of machines 
or by a class of grammars. In particular, it can be applied to three subclasses 
of NTIME(n). 
Let Z be a finite set of symbols. I f  Z contains just k symbols, then identify Z 
with the set of digits {1, 2,..., k} and identify each w ~ Z* with an integer n(w) 
in k-adic notation. 
For a string w, I w I is the length of w. 
If  M is a Turing machine, then L(M) is the set of strings accepted by M. 
For a function T of the length of the input, DTINIE(T) = {L(M)I M is a 
deterministic machine that runs in time T} and NTIME(T)  ~ {L(M)I M is a 
nondeterministic machine that runs in time T}. Let P = U~)I DTIME(n0, 
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NP = U~>~NTIME(n~), DT IME(2  nn) = Ue>0DTIME(2e~), and NT IME 
(2nn) : U~>0 NTIME(2~n) • 
To state the result, one new notion must be defined. Informally, it describes 
the idea of representing each language from a class ~ in another class ~ by 
allowing polynomial padding. 
Let L~ be a language, let 27 be a finite alphabet such that L1 _C 27*, and let d 
be a new symbol, d ¢ X. Suppose that t > 0 is an integer. Then the language 
L~ : {dqw ]w ~Lx, q = ] w 1~} is a strict polynomial representative ofL~. 
THEOREM. Let ~ be a class of languages with the following properties: 
(i) Every tally language in NP  has a strict polynomial representative in oW. 
(ii) oW is closed under nonerasing homomorphism. 
(iii) Every tally language in ~ is in NP. 
Every tally language in ~' is accepted by a deterministic polynomial time-bounded 
Turing machine if and only if every language accepted by a nondeterministic Turing 
machine which operates within time bound 2 cn for some c > 0 is also accepted by a 
deterministic Turing machine that operates within time bound 2 an for some d > O, 
that is, {L I L C _ {1}*, L ~ .W} C P, if and only if DTIME(21in) = NTIME(21in). 
Pro@ First assume that {L I L _C {1}*, L ~ ~} C P. Let L 1 e NTIME(21in). 
Let X be a finite alphabet such that L 1 C Z'* and let k be the number of symbols 
in 27. Let L~ be the tally language corresponding toL 1 , i.e., L 2 = {1 n(w) I w e L1}. 
Now Le is in NP (Book, 1974, Lemma 2) so for some q >~ 1, L 2 e NTIME(n¢). 
Since L 2 is a tally language in NP and by hypothesis every tally language in NP 
has a strict polynomial representative in ~o, there is a symbol d @ 1, an integer 
t > 0, and a language L~ in ~ such that L 3 : {d~y l Y ~L2, P : l Y It+l}- 
Let h: {1, d}* --+ {1}* be the homomorphism determined by defining h(1) 
h(d) - -  1, and let L 4 : {h(y) l Y ~L3}. By hypothesis ~ is closed under non- 
erasing homomorphism so L 4 is in cp. 
Since L 4 is a tally language in 2 ,  L 4 is in P so that there is a deterministic 
Turing machine M 4 and a constant r such that L(M4) = L 4 and M 4 runs in 
time n r. From M 4 we construct a machine M t for L 1 . 
21//1 has input alphabet 27. On input w ~ X*, 3//1 writes the integer n(w) cor- 
responding to w in tally notation on one of its work tapes. This process takes 
at most 2 " kiwi steps. Then M 1 writes 1 ~(~)+~, where p : n(w) ~, on another 
work tape. Finally, M 1 simulates M 4 on 1 ~('*)+~. I f M 4 accepts 1 ~(w)+~, then M 1 
accepts w; otherwise, M 4 rejects w. 
Now }ufo's computation on w has at most 2 • klwt + n(w)t+l @ (n(w)*+l)r steps. 
Since n(w) <~ k ~', there is an integer s such that Ml's computation on w has at 
most 2~lwl steps. Clearly M 1 is deterministic so L(M1) ~ DTIME(21in). 
To see that L 1 =L(M1) , notice that the mapping w~+ 1 n(w), w ~Z'*, is 
one-to-one, as is the mapping 1 ~(w) ~-> d~l n(w), p = n(w) ~. Thus the homo- 
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morphism h is one-to-one on L a . Hence, L 1 ~- L(M1). Since L 1 was chosen 
arbitrarily from NTIME(2Hn), we see that DTIME(2 lin) = NTIME(21in). 
Now assume that DTIME(2 nn) = NTIME(21in). Note that DTIME(2 lin) = 
NTIME(2 nn) implies that {L[ L C {1}*, L E NP} C P and that for any language 
L and any polynomial g, if {1(~t wl) ] w eL} is in P (NP), then so is the language 
{llwl IwEL }. Since {L ]LG{1}*, LEGO}CNP,  this means that every tally 
language in GO is also in P. | 
Three examples of subclasses of NTIME(n) meeting the conditions for the 
class G ° of the theorem are the following. 
1. The class GOBNP is the class of languages accepted in linear time by 
nondeterministic Turing machines whose read-write heads are reversal-bounded. 
Equivalently, the class GOBNP is the smallest class of languages containing 
{ wwR I w E {a, b}*} and closed under intersection and nonerasing homomorphism 
(Book, Nivat, and Paterson, 1974). 
2. The class LINEARcs is the class of languages generated by context- 
sensitive grammars having linear derivational complexity, i.e., linear time bounds 
on derivations (Book, 1971, 1978). 
3. The class MULTI-RESET is the class of languages accepted in linear 
time by nondeterministic Turing machines whose work tapes are single reset 
tapes. Equivalently, the class MULTI-RESET is the smallest class of languages 
containing {wwlwE{a , b}*} and closed under intersection and nonerasing 
homomorphism (Book, Greibach, and Wrathall, 1979). 
~t is conjectured in Book, Greibach, and Wrathall (1979) that MULTI-  
RESET C GO~N~ C NTIME(n) and it is known that ~('~NP = NTIME(n) (resp., 
MULTI-RESET = NTIME(n)) if and only if every context-free language 
is in GaBNp (resp., MULTI-RESET). It is known that every context-free language 
is in LINEARcs and that {wwl w E{a, b}*} is not in LINEARcs (Book, 1971) 
but is in MULTI-RESET C GO~NP, SO that LINEARcs is not comparable to 
either MULTI-RESET or  GOBNp unless the appropriate class contains every 
context-free language. Each of the classes GO~NP, MULTI-RESET, and 
LINEARcs have NP-complete sets so that if one of these classes is included 
in P, then P = NP and DTIME(2 nn) = NTIME(21m). 
The theorem presented here gives conditions on a class GO of languages such 
that {L [L C {1}*, L E GO} C P if and only if DTIME(2 l-n) = NTIME(211n): 
One would like to find minimal conditions on GO for this equivalence to hold, 
or to find minimal classes GO such that this equivalence holds. We conjecture 
that both MULTI-RESET and LINEARcs are minimal classes. 
The technique used in the proof of the theorem has been used by Monien 
(i979) in his study of the class of languages accepted by Turing machines that 
use linear work space. 
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